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ABSTRACT
is likely th at th ere are many ·modes by which DNA can be recognized by
;rotei ns. A model for the complex between a double stranded DNA and an
tiparallel ~-ri b bon is proposed as a possible mode of recognition between
h ble stran ded DNA and proteins. In this model, the symme try elements, as
'IIJ'cl] as the repeat di stances of two components, coincide, th us providing a nice
.:omplementary con tact. The contact is occurring on the narrow groove of DNA,
d the polarity of each DNA strand is antiparallel to the back bone of the
;teJJtid e with which the co mplementary hyd rogen bonds are formed.

\T RODUCTION
~ recognition between DNA an d protein is one of the fundamental molecular
-:rocesses going on in all the living cells. Examples of such DNA-protein com3:!xes are numerous: histone-DNA complex, repressor-DNA complex , restri ction
=yme-DNA complex, etc.
The specific recognition betwee n a double stranded DNA (ds DNA) and a
tein can occur in tw o ways: one case, in which ds DNA opens up an d the
:ae sequence of the' single st randed re gion is recognized by the protein, and the
• er case, in which the base-paired double strand itself is recogni zed . The model
posed is a general scheme for the latter type of recognition.
Carter and Kraut (I) proposed a model for a double stran de d RNA (ds RNA)
a two-stranded antipa rall el ~ structure where the 2' hydroxyl of ribose in
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RNA forms a hydrogen bond to the free carbonyl oxygen of the backbone and
the free NH group forms two hydrogen bonds with the ring oxygen and the 2'
hydroxyl oxygen of the next molecule through a water molecule on the narrow
groove of the ds RNA. They also pointed out that because the narrow groove of
the ds RNA is so shallow, there is no room for a-carbons in the antiparallel ~
structure to have any residues other than very small sidechain groups. Even
though ds DNA can assume a ds RNA type of conformation, this scheme is
inapplicable to ds DNA which do not have the 2' hydroxyl group.
The proposed model in this paper contains the feature which allows the
narrow groove of ds DNA to be recognized by various amino acid sidechains on
the inside of antiparalle1 "~-ribbon."

MODEL BUILDING

Space filling (CPK) models and skeletal (Kendrew-Watson) models were built for
ds DNA according to the coordinates of Arnott et a1. (2) and for an antiparallel
two-stranded ~ structure. Since ds DNA has two kinds of pseudo 2-fold axes
perpendicular to the helix axis, one on the plane of each base pair, the other
between two adjacent base pairs, we considered only the antiparallel ~ structure,
which also contains the two kinds of pseudo 2-fold axes. As was observed in
many protein structures and pointed out by Chothia (3), ~ structures usually
have right handed helical twist. The antiparalle1 ~-ribbon was slightly twisted,
then fitted to Ille ds DNA while optimizing van der Waals contacts and possible hydrogen bondings between the DNA and the ~-ribbon, at the same time
keeping the DNA structure as close to the DNA B conformation as possible.
The coordinates for the final complex were measured from the skeletal model so
built and the coordinates were "idealized" by a computer program, written by
Hermans and McQueen and modified by Sussman, which idealizes the bond
distances, bond angles, certain dihedral angles, and van der Waals contacts, by
allowing only those conformational angles to vary which are known to be
variable from the results of x-ray studies; for example, two phosphoester bonds
( w,w' angles) in DNA and two bonds of ",-carbons in the polypeptide chains
(<P,oJ; angles) as major variables.

STRUCTURAL FEATURES OF THE MODEL

When two antiparallel peptides form a ~-ribbon, all alternating peptide nitrogens
are hydrogen bonded to the opposite strand, leaving one free peptide nitrogen
per dipeptide. These free nitro gens are utilized to form hydrogen bonds to the 3'
oxygens of the polynucleotide backbone, thus utilizing all the peptide nitrogens.
All alternating carbonyl oxygens are involved in the hydrogen-bonded anti-
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parallel ~-ribbon . The free carbonyl oxygens are in position to for m a hydrogen
bond with the polynucleotide backbone phosphate oxygens through a water
molecule. But this is neither an important nor a necessary feature of this model.
Within the an ti parallel ~ -rib bon , the alternating a -carb ons of each peptide chain
are facing the narrow groove of th e ds DNA, and the remaining a-carbons are
pointi ng outward .
An y basic residues attached to the a-carbons on the outside of the ~-ribbon
will be ab le to ne utralize the negative charges of the phosphates. So can other
positive ions in the solution. This feat ure of neutralization by the basic group is
shown in Figure 1. However, it is not shown in Figure 2, which shows the
interaction of the DNA backbone an d the peptide backbone more clearly.

wide groove

•
''{""'--l-~

narrow groove

Figure 1. A possible model fo r the Histone F2a2-DNA Complex. Arrows indicate the
polarity of the chain ; 5'-+3 ' direction for DNA; N terminus -+ C terminus for peptide. Thick
dark arcs connecting DNA and fJ-ribbon represent the basic residue on the ,s-ribbon
neutralizi ng -the ph osphate charges of DNA. The J1-ribbon is assumed to be only a small
portion of F2a2 protein ; the remaining portion of this molecule is assum ed to be in
hydrophobic can tact with other histone molecules.
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The tube-like space formed in the narrow groove of the ds DNA B form

~

the /3-ribbon is of such a size that almost all amino acid sidechains attached 10
the a-carbons on the in side of the (I-rib bon can be accomodated , thus al1owi~
the narrOw groove side of base pairs to be recognized by various sidechains of

the ~-ribbon.
'
The ds DNA contains two pseudo 2-fold axes per base-paired two nu cleotides, one on the plane of each base pair and the other between two adjacenbase pairs, and both are perpendicular to the helix axis. The antiparallel ~ -ri bbOD
also has two IGnds of pseudo 2-fold axes.
In the model of the complex, these two pse udo 2-fold axes from ds DNA are
coinciding with those from the ~-ribb on. In addi tion , the repeating unit of tre
~-ribbon has a length of about 7 A, which again coincides with the repeating
distance of the phosphate groups along the ds DNA helix.
The unique portion of the complex is composed of one nucleotide and two
peptides. Given the coordin ates of this unique portion, the rest of the complex

can be generated by a simple set of helical parameters. The polarity of the chains
are as follows: one strand of DNA going fro m 5' end to 3' end for ms hydrogen
bonds with one strand of /3-ribbon going from the C terminus to the N terminus...

as does the relation between the remaining strands of DNA and ~ -rib bon. In
other words, the polarity between the DNA strand and the polypeptide strand is
"anti parallel."
DISCUSSION

The model proposed here is a plausible way in which a secondary structure of a
protein can interact with ds DNA in a non-specific way by utilizing the

Figure 2. CPK model of the double stranded DNA B form (righ!) , antiparallel p-ribbon
(middle) and the DNA-p-ribbon complex (left), where the p-ribbon occupies the narrow
groove of DNA. Side residu es of the /3-ribbon are not shown for clari ty.
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3. Two regions of Histone F2a2 where basic residues appear alternatingly along the
which is indicated by the numbers.

~ ence,

~ etry elements of ds DNA and also provide sufficien t room for various

nehains from the inside of the

~·ribbon

to interact specifically with base pairs

me narrow groove.
One requirement of this model is that rnost of the basic residues be outside
- the ~-ribbon. There are a few his tones whose sequence shows just such
~ons, e.g., F2a2, where many alternating residues are basic. This is shown

w:nema ticaJ ly in Figure 3. It is likel y that certain histones interact with ds DNA
. g the ,,·helix; some interact with ~· ribbons. The details of this model with
e possible examples as well as "idealized" coordinates will be published
~he re.
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